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We have now passed the 2020 halfway point. Usage has piqued or hit critical levels a few times by now 
for most of us. 
 
Let’s finish the year strong by taking the time to do it right. Audit your account for usage, review some 
of our new features, and reach out to support@uptime.com if you have any questions. 
 
Let’s see what is in store for June. 

What's New at Uptime.com

HTTPS with Your Uptime.com Status Page

Public status pages with customized URLs can now use the secure HTTPS protocol. Setup is fast and 
easy. Point your CNAME record to "cname.uptime.com”. For more information on what you can do with 
your status page, including how to enable subscriptions and manage incidents, see our documentation 
here.

New Custom Check Types for Advanced Notifications

Uptime.com custom checks include heartbeat and webhook monitoring for a more proactive alert 
system. Monitor cron tasks, scripts, agents, workers, daemons or any form of automation that powers 
your underlying infrastructure. 

See Custom Checks in Action with Use Cases

Uptime.com and ReCaptcha

Is ReCaptcha a part of your organization’s anti-spam measures? Here are our support team’s 
recommendations on whitelisting, alongside a useful link from Google to help. 

Get Recommendations to Bypass ReCaptcha

Industry and SRE News from Uptime.com

Network Auditing | What is It and How Can Uptime.com 
Help?

Scaling is a natural part of the business process, and your infrastructure will start to change completely 
as your userbase doubles and triples. A network audit helps you better understand the evolving beast 
that is your infrastructure. Smaller companies will benefit greatly from baking these audits into their 
scaling process, while major enterprises will find them essential for detecting problems and waste. 

Read More

Unplanned Server Downtime Costs for Q1 2020

Can you be incompetent and still stay in business? Not as far as your web infrastructure is concerned. 
All the studies show that when a website is unavailable, or even just slow to load, customers go 
elsewhere—and often they don’t come back. So it’s worth asking: how reliable is your website relative 
to the top brands in your industry?

Read the Q1 Uptime.com Report

What Customers Say About Uptime.com
“Setting up our Domains was really easy and a new feature we requested immediately went on the 
roadmap.”
-Daniel from Solid IT

Review Uptime.com on G2 Crowd

Like what you see here? Check out our past newsletters for more articles, updates, and information. 
 
Lastly, give us a shout�at support@uptime.com if you have any questions.
 
Happy Monitoring, 
 
The Uptime.com Team
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